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Spiritist Preface of Good With Life 1 State of Disturbance After Physical Death 2 Affective Deficiency, A Millennial Emotional Illness 3 Macumba pega? 4 Hierarchy of forces in the spirit world 5 Diseases continue in spiritual life 6 The therapeutic strength of physical matter 7 Responding to my sisters of
walking 8 The root of affective neediness 9 Urgent of self-love 10 Affective meetings planned Closure How to overcome the vicious emotional cycle of affective distress R and find Father John of Angola in this book will bring pleasant surprise to his readers. This is because Father John who writes these
reflections presents himself with a different language, but mainly affective, which is his own. In his first book Fala, the black-and-white man met the author in the clothes of his penultimate reincarnation where he was a black slave on a farm in Colonial Brazil. With his simple way, with the characteristic
language of spirits that were not privileged by intellectual culture but lacked no deep wisdom, he touched our souls with enlightening and comprehensive counsel of self-love, and inspired us to resume the implementation of our fates with beauty, tenacity, and gentleness. He is back in this work with the



personality of his last reincarnation, the brilliant educator Cícero Pereira¹ who was regarded by his contemporary Chico Xavier as an ambassador for the gospel, because his whole life was an expression of the master's teachings, where humility and marked love for his peers manifested in their slightest
attitudes and in his articles published in the newspaper O Espírita Mineiro. He left a legacy of examples of respect and love for work, family, friends and spiritualism. In this book we can perceive the wisdom of the black-old magnified by the culture of the teacher and of Christ's dedicated follower. By
adopting simple and practical concepts, as it is peculiar to him, he studies the affective lack of rich cases of struggles, challenges and overcome. A stimulus for us to remain in the process of self-knowledge and the rescue of the divine powers of our spirit. We clarified to our readers that when we met
Father John at our interist meetings many years ago, he presented himself as a black-old man and clarified to us that this is how He likes to be, because his reincarnation as a slave was essential to acquiring acceptance, love, and forgiveness in his spirit. Especially in this year 2015, in which Editora
Dufaux completes ten years of existence, we are very grateful for the opportunity to launch this book, which, like the previous ones, represents the efforts of greater spirituality to bring mankind the doctrine necessary for the implantation of god's kingdom in our souls. Our ultimate purpose has been, and
always will be, to publish content that leads our humanity to build, in an increasingly conscious and responsible way, the era of regeneration, where the efforts of all will be focused on the good that seeks fine harmony with God, the Creator of all beings and of all things. Maria José da Costa. Belo
Horizonte, November 2014. 1 Cícero dos Santos da Silva Pereira (1881 – 1948), born in São José do Gorotuba, district of Grão Mogol, MG. He became president of the Spiritist Union of Minas Gerais in 1937. He disbanded on 4 May 1944. In a more distant incarnation, the Spanish Francisco Jiménez de
Cisneros (1436-1517) was better known as Cardinal Cisneros. Q ue lorvado be nossu sinhô Jesum Cristo, muzanfio ! I'm in a happy heart. Nego véio asks the sinhô of life that the wording of this help the threads to be happier. May it give more love and joy in the life of all my threads of God! Muzanfios,
take some advice. Repeat every day, with God in your soul: I am good with life. May the Master protect you all in the peace of Zambi¹. Father John of Angola. Belo Horizonte, November 2014. 1 Nzambi or Zambi, is the supreme god and creator of the nation of Angola. And, falling into itself, said, How
many my father's workers have plenty of bread, and I perish here from hunger! Lucas, 3:17. [...] and I perish here from hunger, what expression can best translate our spiritual state into evolution to God? We're hungry for love. Especially to be loved. There is no other reason that the gospel and
spiritualism are solid flags to meet this need. Love for others is undoubtedly the medicine, the nutrition that extinguishes hunger and gives reason to live and follow. This hunger, in the emotional dictionary, is called neediness. A disease that can lead us to disruption and possibly even madness.
Undoubtedly, this natural need to love and be loved is a fundamental principle of human, physical and mental health. In the absence of this food, lack of affective nutrition, generates a feeling of emptiness in the chest that we try to fill with someone's love. In an extreme state of distress, a smile given by
the sheer sense of sympathy can be interpreted as an interest in a serious affective commitment. I'm not kidding. That's what happens. It's amazing to have someone to give attention and affection and to receive all the support and encouragement, but as Pai João de Angola warns us, the lack is that you
don't have yourself. The greatest pain of those in need is to feel that he does not have himself, that he is not enough, and for this reason consumes himself in seeking and demanding the love of others, in a sign of deep emotional immaturity. And when the food of self-love is missing, the soul and mind
suffer sick. The most common pains of this disease are: feeling of failure, loneliness, low self-esteem, the need to please to be loved, destructive envy and endless sadness. The emotional movement that needy people make in the face of this hurricane of inner pain is to live a sacrificial life, completely
abandoning themselves to acquire the love of others. They hope to resolve their affective needs with the unfortunate and false notion of the half-face. We were born complete. We don't need anyone else's halves to be happy, for we are all before divinity. That's all we need to find out. In case you suffer
from needs, treat yourself and learn to love yourself. Spending a lifetime sacrificing yourself to be loved will not give you the slightest guarantee that you will earn people's respect, devotion and love. If you do not take any basic care against you, even the sacred movement of love for others will be nothing
more than a path filled with magical expectations of your mind that cover up your soul's deep needs. Believe me: self-love works and can liberate and heal. If this is not your starting point, you will slow down your improvement and your happiness. Don't be fooled by other people's love for you. Love
yourself first. Take care of yourself lovingly. Find out how good it is to be what you are, learn to take pleasure with your own life. This energy change with itself will determine changes in your relationships. Those who hope to find love, without changing and loving themselves, maintain the state of painful
distress and torment illusions. Get along with life. Nice suggestion! There's a lot of religious to dream about it. To some it seems like a disjointed, after all they love to suffer, because they believe wildly in carmas and trials. Here is a problem with the behavior of the spiritualist society that should be an
example of well-being and joy with life. Unfortunately, some understand that being a spiritualist denies material life and lives the spiritual. These escape from the joys and good things of life, when, in fact, what spiritism suggests is a change in the relationship with the physical world and not a denial of it.
Because of this view, those who do not resolve their behavior with balance in the face of values and carnal life ends up developing an emotional process. Emotions, in this case, are overwhelmed by a puritanical understanding and belief that interferes with judgment and the use of intelligence. The
emotional life becomes artificial, distant from the reality of each one, stuck to a variety of psychological events such as morbid mental life, such as anxiety, fear, guilt, irritations, touches, chronic heart disease with everything that comes out of personal goals, besides great difficulty dealing with different
people. Do you want to continue to be that kind of person with so much doctrinal information, full of housework, unhappy and unresolved in your emotional problems? With a heavy, evil existence with life? We've heard several options pointed out as a solution to this topic that, frankly, is chilling! Here are
some of them: this happens because you do not study Kardec, this is spiritual obsession, the solution is the work of love for others, a spiritual treatment will solve this difficulty, ore more and have more patience and faith. Such guidelines are good, but when formulated to people who bear this denial of
living the third sex life with balance, on the contrary, they can be sources of more guilt, collection and despair. The solution to this is an emotional education centered on the gospel, doctrine, psychotherapy and self-knowledge. Meet yourself and stop with these explanations, which are even very pray
while, as long as accompanied by a personal work with the development and treatment of their own feelings. Spiritists well resolved emotionally are happier and more authentic. The more good with life they are, the more vivid examples of health become to infect society for the renewing message of love.
May they very pray temporally reflections of Father John of Angola be an incentive for everyone to seek a better life and above all to be good with life. Salute Christ! Inácio Ferreira.¹ Belo Horizonte, November 2014. 1 Inácio Ferreira de Oliveira – (15 April 1904 – 27 September 1988). He was a Brazilian
spiritualist psychiatrist. He observed, without biased ideas, the various neuropsychic facts related to the sick hospitalized in the Spiritist Sanatorium of Uberaba, for which he would be clinical director for more than five decades, having confirmed the effectiveness of spiritualized therapy for the cure of
mental and/or obsessive disorders. In this work, the medium of Dona Maria Modesto Cravo (better known as owner Modesta), the main nurse, Manoel Roberto da Silva, as well as other employees, was of priceless value. Is the soul aware of itself immediately after leaving the body? Immediately is not
quite the term. The soul spends some time in a state of disturbance. Is the disruption that accompanies the separation of the soul and body to the same degree and duration for all spirits? No, no, no, no, no, depends on the height of each. The one that has already been cleaned is almost recognized for he
freed himself from matter before the life of the body ceased, while the carnal man, the one whose consciousness is not yet clean, keeps the impression of matter much longer. The spirits book, questions 163 and 164. The questions of those who are still in the physical body multiply. Human longing for
spiritual problems increases. People want to know more exactly what can happen here, in the lives of spirits, and also during their reincarnation. You want me to get married? Por Por
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